THEMIS Transforms
and Streamlines Public
Sector Operations

Partner Description:

As a Microsoft Gold Partner and Preferred
Partner in Content Services, HELUX specializes
in artiﬁcial intelligence solutions, information
architecture and design, regulatory compliance
and governance, and records management.
Our goal is to enable organizations to easily
collaborate and connect knowledge workers to
content using M365.

Industry:

Information Technology & Services

Products/Solutions:

Microsoft 365
SharePoint Online
THEMIS IA

Challenge:

The public sector organization faced many operational
challenges due to using a shared drive to create, store and
organize content. Many employees would often work on a task
then move on to the next one without properly storing or
organizing their ﬁles. As a result, information was diﬃcult to
ﬁnd and often duplicated — leading to management struggling
with achieving compliance. The organization sought out
HELUX’s expertise for a solution to easily ﬁnd, update and share
information and achieve rigorous compliance along with
reducing legal risk.

Solution Strategy:

HELUX planned and executed a digital transformation solution
to modernize the organization using Microsoft 365, SharePoint
Online, and THEMIS IA. As the ﬁrst step, HELUX interviewed key
stakeholders to identify content creators, pain points and use
cases, types of content needed, and where content will be
distributed based on department and function. HELUX also
identiﬁed external and internal access and policies and
security and legal compliance.

Following, HELUX used THEMIS IA to streamline the process of
designing a proper information architecture and deploying it to
SharePoint Online. Prior to THEMIS IA, organizations would have
had to rely on Excel spreadsheets to compile their list of
requirements and then work back and forth with developers to
ensure those requirements were met and make any changes.

Results:

The organization now has a modern Microsoft 365 solution
with access from any device, allowing users to easily ﬁnd,
update and share information while meeting rigorous
compliance needs. In addition, the organization continues to
use THEMIS IA and has highlighted three signiﬁcant beneﬁts.

Second, the organization highlighted they’re able to instantly deploy their
information architecture to SharePoint without having to code or hire
developers. The organization also highlighted that this allowed them to
quickly test diﬀerent designs, receive feedback, and make adjustments.

First, the organization highlighted that THEMIS IA is extremely
user-friendly since it provides a central place to create custom
sites, libraries, lists, content types and permissions and even
collaborate with others within workspaces — a feature that
allows teams to work on the same information architecture
design in a dedicated space.

“It was a lot easier for people to see something tangible and react to it
rather than try to conceptually go through something.”
Third, the organization highlighted THEMIS makes it possible to continue
to build on their information architecture as the organization changes and
grows. They also highlighted the ability to reuse taxonomies, ﬁelds, and
content types and the option to generate an information architecture
report.

“It was a lot easier for somebody to come in and learn how to
do something in THEMIS than it would have been to learn how
to do this by going to 16 diﬀerent screens in SharePoint.”

“Being an organization that doesn't always make the fastest decisions,
THEMIS allowed us to work with people who are ready to take the plunge
and then adapt as we go.”

“

“

Our experience with THEMIS has been great. It's deﬁnitely allowed us to
implement faster and has helped with working with clients. One of the things I try
to stress with our end-users is we expect their sites to change [and] THEMIS allows
us to change very quickly. So it's helped us to demonstrate to clients that there's a
level of ﬂexibility in the way things work now. They trust that statement now in a
way that probably they wouldn't, if we weren't working with a product like this.
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